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Population of district 8 hunger games



It was responsible for creating a form of textile, cloth and fabric at the launch of district 8 of the country because of the Parliament House's unhealthy obsession with modern fashion. While important to the Capitol, tributes from District 8 don't last long in the Hunger Games, which are usually triggered
without training in combat or survival. Name: Unknown Age: 13 Volunteers Yes or No: Number of Unknown Murders: NoScore In Private Sessions: Unknown Allies: She made it past the launch of the game, but she has never allied for any unknown reason Means of Death: Peeta killed her for orders from
KatoPreferred weapons: Name: Unknown age: 14 Volunteers Yes or No: Murder Number of: Unknown: Unknown Allied: Due to his early death in the game, he did not have time to establish an alliance of death: he was killed in a Colnukopian blood bath at the beginning of the game Priority weapon:
Industry: 122,134 Tribute: Unknown (female) Unknown (male) Victor: The unknown fictional space hunger game universe is a fictional world that functions as the setting of the Hunger Games, A series of young adult dystopian novels written by American author Suzanne Collins, and a film series adapted
from them. The series took place in Panem, a fictional country that replaced the countries of North America in the 21st century after a series of ecological disasters and devastating wars, at an unspecified period in the future, and 13 districts were created under the power of the Houses of Parliament. [1]
Panem Panem/Capitol Genre Science Fiction Apocalyptic Information Type Totalitarian Police National Ruler President Coriolanus Snow (Hunger Games Triumbes), President Lavinstill (Songbird and Snake Ballad) Ethnic Group (s) North America: Mixed Dias Podrademonim (s): People in Places of
Attention [Industry] [Mining] Industry [Mason], Industry [Military], Industrial [Law Enforcement]) District 3 (Industrial [Electronics], Industrial [Automotive], Industrial [Firearms] District 4 (Agriculture [Aquaculture], Industrial [Commercial Wild Fisheries]) District 5 (Industrial [Power], Hydropower) District 6
(Industrial [Transportation]) Ward 7 (Agriculture and Forestry, Industrial [Transportation]) District 8 (Agriculture [Grain]) District 10 (Agriculture [Livestock]) District 11 (Agriculture [Fruit], Agriculture [Vegetables], Agriculture [Cotton]) District 12 (Mining [Coal [Coal]) [ medicine [after the old rebellion]) (mining
[graphite], industry [military], industrial [nuclear power]) official language English Panem country itself is smallthan north America today. The characters in the story point to the loss of large lands around the world that have become inso of life due to rising sea levels. The word panem is the Latin word for
bread, and the country's name derives from the Latin word Panem e Sargens (a phrase attributed to the Roman poet Jubenal), referring to the use of entertainment and abundant food to renounce civil liberties and political power. Panem consists of a capital called the Houses of Parliament, located in the
Rocky Mountains,[3] surrounded by 12 suburban districts where the 13th arrondissement was destroyed before the novel's setting. Panem is a totalinarian society modeled after ancient Rome, a police state where Districts 1-12 are subordinate to the Houses of Parliament. The District provides resources
to the Capitol in exchange for protection by troops of the Capitol's peacekeepers. Peacekeepers will control all riots, protect President Coriolanus Snow, and attend the mowing. As the story begins, Panem has been ruled for more than 25 years by the autocratic President Coriolanus Snow. 74 years
before the story began, a civil war unfolded against the Houses of Parliament. The uprising was led by the 13th arrondissement, which was the center of military industrial production. The Capitol crushed the rebellion and probably destroyed District 13 and its inhabitants. To further punish rebellious
districts and stop future revolts, the government has enacted an annual pageant and violent contest known as the Hunger Games, with each district forced to offer two compliments : one man and one woman, both 12 and 18 years old, selected by lottery. A total of 24 tributes will be sent to the arena,
where they will be forced to fight to the death until one win remains. In the series' last novel, Mockingjay, it was revealed that the population of District 13 had not been wiped out as the public had been told, but had instead retreated underground, when Snow's political rival, President Alma Coyne, led a
rebel faction planning further attacks on the Capitol. The Houses of Parliament were moved in by citizens embodying Juvenal's observations, d'yinging the responsibility and capacity for autonomy of citizens in return for bread and circuses. Removed from the deprivation and oppression of the district,
spoiled and hedonistic civilians are generally obsessed with flamboyant and extravagant fashions, parties, sex, and mass entertainment like the Hunger Games. Compared to the District, the Capitol is very wealthy and brings out most of the advantages of advanced technologies such as computers, hover
planes and high-speed trains. a tribute to a visit that grew up togetherThe constant threat of hunger and poverty is shocked by what they consider wasteful decadence in the Houses of Parliament. For example, the choice of dishes served at a party is generally much larger than one person can sample, so
it is normal to serve emetic beverages so that guests can continue to eat. Because of this extravagant lifestyle, it is rare for a Parliament citizen to join a peacekeeper, and soldiers are required to avoid marriage for 20 years, often considered punishment for avoiding spending time in prison. In addition,
residents of other districts deemed criminals and traitors can be forced into submission at the Capitol and converted to Aloxes, a brutal punishment in which criminals are surgically removed from their tongues. The citizens of the Houses of Parliament, speaking with characteristic accents, choose their first
names derived from ancient Greco-Romans, and the city itself is described as culturally different from that of the district, with modernized versions of ancient Roman architecture. In the book, the Capitol is expressed as candy-colored and stands up in a rainbow of shades. The fashions of the Houses of
Parliament are portrayed as exotic and flashy, with citizens dyeing their skin and hair in vibrant colors, adopting tattoos and receiving extensive surgical changes in the name of style. The Capitol accent is distinctive, said to be stupid and impressed by the people of the District. Accents are expressed as
shrill with clipping tones and odd vowons. The letter s is hiss, and the tone rises at the end of every sentence, as if the speaker were asking a question. The convention was enacted as punishment for the rebellion in Panem's remaining 12 districts, so residents of the Capitol cannot choose it as a tribute to
the Hunger Games. The Convention is an annual cause for celebrations at the Capitol. Citizens bet on tributes, provide water, food, weapons and other necessary provisions, and sponsor favorites in the arena. Past victories can often foster celebrity status at the Capitol and in their respective districts.
Despite the bloodthirsty nature of the Convention, it is a fact that the people of the Houses of Parliament were shown to be vulnerable to emotions and soap operas, emotionally invested in compliments and eventually exploited and manipulated by Katniss and Peeta. Avox Avix is a man punished as a
traitor against the Houses of Parliament. Traitors or deserters. Most avocyces are believed to have been hunted and captured by peacekeepers in their respective districts. Avoxes removes the tongue, causes muting and is often used as a domestic user or waiter to tributes and Capitol citizens. It has also
been suggested that Avocises will be charged for day-to-day maintenance of the Houses of Parliament and work shifts for the city's relocation network. TheyUnless he receives an order and spends his life serving the Capitol in the lowest class, he has not been spoken to. Peacekeeper cosplay at San
Diego Comic-Con 2014. Peacekeepers are Panem's military, internal security and law enforcement. They wear black trimmed white uniforms consisting of police helmets (similar to police motorcycle helmets from the first movie and full-face motorcycle helmets from later films), standing collars, waist-
length tunics and trousers. In the Houses of Parliament, they wear similar but more formal attire. This uniform has the same basic design, with a black sash and beret with a gold Parliament seal. Hunger Games: Catch Fire, their appearance is different from the first movie. They wear full helmets, dark
visors, and heavy-looking armor and carry automatic rifles. Peacekeepers must most often be born in the 2nd Arrondissement or the Capitol itself and serve 20 years before marrying or having children. Peacekeepers maintain order and suppress discord through coercion and brutality. The power of each
region is led by the district's appointed peacekeeping chief. Peacekeepers ensure that the laws of the Capitol are up and that those who break them are publicly punished. The most frequent punishments listed are ploys, but can include pilloly and hanging for more serious crimes. Peacekeepers are
usually equipped with submachine guns to further thwart social disobedience between districts. The Capitol traditionally considers District 12 a minimal threat, so peacekeepers stationed there are described as brutal and easily bribed for sex and black market goods such as poaching animals. But
catching fire replaces the headpiece keeper with a prone to brutality, Romulus Thread, after Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Melak rebelled against the Houses of Parliament in the 74th Hunger Games. In CatchFire, the thread destroys the hob, the place that houses the black market. The thread was the
peacekeepers who whipped Gail Hawthorne in District 12 Square as punishment. Throughout this series, peacekeepers are mentioned using trains and hovercraft to take advantage of transport and machine guns (it is said to surround the square in The 12th District of Catchfire). The film shows
peacekeepers using armored trucks, submachine guns, pistols and armed hovercraft. In Mockingjay Part II, during the Battle of the Houses of Parliament, they are seen using machine guns and rocket launchers, weapons previously not seen in the film. They also have access to air defense networks
(seen in both Mockingjay Parts I and II) and use the fortified bunkers (nicknamed the Rebels) in district 2 as command and control centers. Mutations throughout the series, Panem government uses genetic engineeringPlay hunger games or create animals that serve Panem's political purposes. Everything
listed below is an example of a mutation, except for groering. Jaberjay Javajay is a small, heralded black bird created by the Houses of Parliament during the Dark Ages. They have the ability to remember and accurately imitate human words, and they have the ability to spy on rebels. The rebels
understood the purpose of the bird and defeated it by giving the bird a leak of information. When the Houses of Parliament discovered this, the birds were abandoned in the wilderness and were expected to die because they were exclusively male. But they bred in female mockingbirds and created a new
hybrid species, mockingjay. During catchfire third quarter kell, the Capitol destroys tributes by using Jabberjay in the arena to repeat the fake screams of their loved ones. Finnick listens to his lover Annie, while Katniss listens to his sister Prim, his mother, Gail and Gail's family. She will try to shoot all the
screaming birds, but eventually give up.Mockingjay See Mockingjay (Avoid ambiguity) for other uses. See Mockingjay for the third book in the series. Mockingjay is a black and white bird accidentally created by the mating of female mockingbirds and designed jabberjays after the Rebels discovered and
defeated the purpose of the Javajay. After mockingjay's appearance, their Jabberjay precursor became, as Katniss states in Catchfire, as rare and tough as a rock. Mockingjay doesn't have the ability to utter words, but he whistles the melodies of human songs. District 11 is known to have a particularly
large mockingjay population, and they are used there to inform the end of work. Mockingjay was a source of embarrassment to the Capitol for its accidental creation, and because of this, it became a symbol of anti-Capitol resistance and eventually the entire rebellion of the series. At the beginning of The
Hunger Games, Katniss wears a mockingjay pin given to him by Madge Andersee. In Catch Fire, Ploutalch Heavensby shows Katniss that his pocket watch displays holographic mockingjay. In Mockingjay, Katniss is given the Mockingjay identity as an inspirational figure for the Rebels, dressed in a
Mockingjay-inspired outfit. Mockingjay's use as a symbol of rebellion was intended to cause harm to Jaberjay's mutation, but they created a new hybrid species, so it may show a hint of regret in the case of the Houses of Parliament. This also suggests an initial revolt, which could result in district 13 being
destroyed. Tracker Jacker Tracker Jacker is a highly aggressively designed hornet that tracks down their victims and stings them with a very painful, hallucinating and potentially deadly poison. Katniss dropped a tracker jacker's nest on several tributes during her first Hunger Games (74th Hunger Games)
and killed two of themThe brilliance of District 1 was one of these tributes. Katniss and several other tributes have been stabbed and hallucinated. The Houses of Parliament use tracker jacker poison in the course of torture and brainwashing, known as hijacking, which targets parts of the brain used to
control fear and confusion and distort the memory of victims. The technique is used in Mockingjay's Peeta in an attempt to turn Katniss into an assassin to kill him. Gluing glue rings are edible wild birds the size of wild turkeys. Katniss hunts it in the first book of the series. Rue states that it is commonly
found in the 11th arrondissement. They are frequently found and hunted at the 74th Hunger Games. They are fat and tasty, like turkey, according to Katniss. Wolf Mutation Wolf Mutation or Matt is a wolf-like creature that appears at the end of the 74th Hunger Games to draw Katniss, Peeta and Kato to
their final battle. These creatures are hybrids created by mixing wolf DNA with the DNA of certain deceased tributes, similar to those tributes. The similarity is expressed especially in fur and eye colors, but it also displays a collar that matches the district number of the tribute. One wolf, Katniss, identifies
Lou and others as Glymer, Foxface, District 9 and Suresh boys. They were created by game makers to draw the remaining three tributes together for the finale. When he is shot in the hand with an arrow, Kato falls from Cornucopia. In the book, Kat's fight for survival against Matt lasts several hours before
Katniss shoots him in the skull with an arrow out of pity. He would not have survived for long without a body armor suit and a hidden sword or knife. In the film adaptation, Matt resembles a Rottweiler dog, and Kato dies more quickly. Lizard mutations These creatures are seen in mockingjays in the tunnels
of the Houses of Parliament and are thought to have been created specifically to hunt down Katniss as their voices hissed her name. They are described as human-sized and have a long reptile tail, long wolf-like claws and tight, white skin with sharp teeth. They are designed to smell like roses in President
Snow's garden, and Katniss follows her, a recall that there are many ways to capture her. Finnick Odea is killed by one. Monkey Mats The 75th Annual Meeting included razor sharp claws, evil sharp teeth and mutation monkeys with orange fur. When Peeta gly saw them, they attacked the tributes with a
pack, but the victory of the woman from the 6, or female morphing, in which Katniss calls her jumps in front of Peeta to save his life, just as she was part of an alliance formed to defend Katniss and Peeta in their lives. During the 50th Annual Candy Pink Bird Convention, Haymich formed a temporary
alliance with a tribute of a woman from his district named Maysley Donner. after they cut this offHaymich hears her screams and runs at her. He saw a flock of candy pink birds attacking Mazeley and they speared her throat with their razor sharp beaks when he arrived. Just as Katniss is with Lou, he is
with her when she dies. A type of highly toxic snake mutation with snake matt pink, blue or yellow skin is featured in songbirds and snake ballads. They instinctively attack people with unfamiliar smells. Head game maker Dr. Gor uses one of his mentors, Clemencia Dovecourt, as punishment. Clemensia
survives because she immediately receives an antidote, but the poison grows scales on her torso, causing her skin and eyes to turn. They are deployed in the 10th Hunger Games. Coriolanus Snow doubts this in advance, so he put down a tribute he had previously coached, a handkerchief he had lent to
Lucy Gray Baird, and got used to her smell. Delivered to arenas, they kill three of the remaining seven tributes but do not attack Lucy Gray and allow her to collect them in her skirt. Flora Panem also places various poisonous plants in the game, but most of the plants are the same as those found in the real
world. Night Rock Night Rock is a wild bush with very poisonous berries. Berries are killed as soon as they are ingested, and they function as the main plot device of the Hunger Games, first gathered by peetas who think they can be eaten. Katniss fortunately identifies them immediately before peetas eat.
One of the remaining tributes (Foxface) steals them and eats them. If Katniss and Peeta are the last two survivors, the improvisational rule allowing two winners from the same district will be revoked. Katniss suggests that game makers commit suicide by eating berries, precisely assuming they will forgive
rather than have a winless game. Night rock is likely to be a portmanteau with the names of real plant nightshade and hemlock, both of which are toxic to humans. Using the words lovers beyond the stars and the suicidal nature of Romeo and Juliet's deaths, it has been suggested that Collins' allusions
and names to Romeo and Juliet may come out. In Mockingjay, the 13th Arrondissement issues suicide pills from nightlock toxins, giving one to Katniss and each member of the Star Squad of the last Capitol attack. The word night rock, repeated three times, is used as a holo self-destruct code used by
mockingjay rebels to display the location of defense pods in the Houses of Parliament. Tracker jacker antidote leaves in hunger games, Rue is described as using unidentified plant leaves to treat tracker jacker stings in Katniss. Katniss has a different methodology but recognizes the leaves as those used
by her mother. Rue uses leaves by chewing them into pulp and applying them.To the tracker jacker sting, Katniss' mother stewed the leaves to make an infusion that her patient once drank. Later in the book, Katniss applies the same plant leaves to the wounds on the legs of the peata (given by kato) in
the hope of preventing infection. The application causes pus to run out of his legs and the swelling to temporarily go down. Technology Lerner Grass Lou of the 11th Arrondissement noted that Katniss had these in the pack at the 74th Annual Hunger Games. These glasses were used in the 11th
arrondissement to help farmers see them at night. Glasses interfere with vision during the day, but at night they function as night vision devices. TELEVISION The Houses of Parliament control all television broadcasts in Panem. Sometimes, like the Hunger Games, breaking news and warnings, there are
urgent announcements that get the TV itself started. In The Hunger Games: Mockingjay Part 1 and Part 2, television was used to air district 13 propaganda. The high-speed high-speed Maglev train runs throughout Panem, carrying tributes and more at the official Parliament House project. Otherwise,
travel between districts is prohibited. Trains are known for their speed and comfort. They can travel at 250mph (400km/h) and contain a quarter of sleep and dining as luxurious as anything seen at parliament. Freight trains are also mentioned throughout the series as the primary means of transporting
cargo from District 12 to the Capitol from other districts. Electromagnetic field Electromagnetic field Is used by the Houses of Parliament as a barrier, mainly in arenas, arenas that are camouflaged to match the topography of the arena. In Kukel in the second quarter, Haymich used Force Field as a
weapon against a District 1 tribute and bounced the axe. In Kukel in the third quarter, Peeta accidentally hit a force field while walking through a tropical arena, stopping his heart and nearly killing him. Tributes in Bright, Men's District 7 are killed when they stumble upon a force field during a rain of blood in
that sector. Katniss also shoots an arrow in the force field to destroy it with a third-quarter kell. Panem's clothes 1-12 are dressed in clothes similar to common and modern fashion, while the citizens of the Houses of Parliament usually wear very colorful and distinctive extravagant designer clothes. In the
13th arrondissement, all civic costumes consist of simple grey jumpsuits. In competitions, special uniforms are specifically designed to help tributes fend off against harsh conditions. Examples of specially designed uniforms are possible to wear with catchfires. In the book, these uniforms included floating
devices (since most tributes could not swim). In the film, the uniform did not have a floating device, but in both versions, the uniform was designed to survive in tropical temperatures. Technological advancesIt influences panem fashion. In both the Hunger Games tribute parade and interview, Katniss
Everdeen and Peeta Melark showed off their at-first-look costumes, much like coal in the District (12th Arrondissement), but in reality the flames were purely special effects. Hovercraft VTOL aircraft, or hovercrafts, are used by the Capitol to transport peacekeepers and secure the district's borders. Not
only are they implied to be very fast and silent, but they also appear to have some active camouflage and appear to emerge from thin air. In Mockingjay, it has been revealed that District 13 has an entire fleet of hovercraft, but has never used them for fear that the Capitol will retaliate with even more
firepower. Hovercraft is also used in hunger games to transport tributes to the arena. In Mockingjay, the Capitol uses them as bombers to attack Districts 8 and 12. The rebels also attacked the nuts in District 2 and used them in this way while bombing the Houses of Parliament. To counter the aircraft,
both the Capitol and District 13 operate air defense networks to intercept and shoot them down. In the film, the look of hovercraft changes between The Hunger Games, Catch Fire and Mockingjay. They all lack the active camouflage described in the novel. But reflecting the novel, they are used for close
air support and bombing missions as well as cargo and personnel transport. District 13 seems to work with different versions as well as several models similar to those used in the Capitol. But in ward 2, the rebellion seems to be taking advantage of combat-only hovercraft while bombing nuts. Holo map
holo maps are commonly called holos and are part of technology for the purpose of projecting holographic maps of locations. Mockingjay – Part 2, it is used by the Star Corps as a tool to find dangerous defense pods hidden on the streets of the city as interactive three-dimensional maps of the Houses of
Parliament as both interactive and three-dimensional maps. This doubles as an explosive device that explodes when a squad member flicks a switch on an object and repeats the word night lock three times in a row. If set off, it will blow everything up within a 5-yard radius. It caused the death of Matz of
Mockingjay. Nuclear weapons are possessed by both the Capitol and the 13th arrondissement. Before the Dark Ages, the 13th arrondissement was responsible for the development of nuclear weapons in the Capitol, but was publicly responsible for graphite mining (the materials needed for the enrichment
process). It implies that weapons are delivered only via missiles. It may originate from what remained of the U.S. military before the formation of Panem, but little information has been given to the original source of weapons development. due to the uncertain nature of the district's location, besides that
district 13A week's walk from the edge of the 12th Arrondissement, you can assume it was located around southern Pennsylvania. The novel does not clearly state the amount of weapons owned by District 13 or the Panem government. However, each group implies that mutually guaranteed destruction
holds sufficiently that it is the supposed result of another war. In the film, there is little mention of nuclear weapons. Panem District 1 (Luxury) District 1 specializes in the production of luxury goods such as jewelry. The children who live there pride themer on representing District 1 at the Convention, and
are often one of a group of tributes nicknamed careers who illegally train for the Games from a young age because when they volunteer, they are more likely to win. Katniss calls them the rap dogs of the Houses of Parliament in his first book. As the convention begins, tributes from career-like districts
(usually districts 1, 2, 4, and just 1 and 2 in the film in the book) tend to form alliances until they are forced to fight between them to determine the winner. Along with District 2, District 1 is largely supported by the Capitol and is fairly wealthy compared to the rest of the District. People in the district also
name their children after expensive materials such as cashmere and expensive materials such as glymere, and think katniss in the first book is ridiculous. In The Hunger Games, both tributes from District 1 (Marvel and Grimmer) will join the Career pack during the 74th Annual Hunger Games. Grimmer is
eventually killed by a tracker jacker (szumep mutation) dropped on his carrier by Katniss. Marvel is killed by Katniss after killing Lou. In Catch Fire, tributes from the 1st arrondissement are brothers Cashmere and Gross, who are killed by Johanna Mason and Katniss, respectively. In Songbirds and Snake
Ballads, both tributes from District 1 (Facet and Ververine) are shot by peacekeepers trying to escape from the arena after it is bombed. It is noted that During the second revolt, District 1 was one of the first districts to revolt against the Capitol. District 2 (Mason and Defense) District 2, Filming the Hunger
Games: Mockingjay - Part 2 at Berlin Tempelhof Airport in May 2014 is responsible for stone cutting and supplying peacekeepers and weapons manufacturing, while in Mockingjay it was revealed that it is also the center of training the peacekeepers' army. District 2 is a large neighborhood in the
mountains not far from the Capitol itself. Its citizens have a better living environment than most other districts. Support for control of the Capitol is stronger than in any other district. Some citizens of District 2 give children names in ancient Roman or Greek styles, as is common in the Houses of Parliament.
District 2 tributes often volunteer for conventions, even ifSelected in the drawing (which we say makes mowing very difficult). That's why their tribute is one of what's called a career. Like Districts 1 and 4 (in movies like District 1), these tributes train for the game. This is illegal, but for the support the 2nd
District gives for the Capitol, they are released along with District 1 (and District 4 in the book), along with other richer districts. It has also been mentioned that the number of wins in the Second District is heavily skewed due to their willingness to play in the game. In the 74th Hunger Games, Kato and
Clove, tributes from district 2, were formidable opponents. Clove came closest to anyone to kill Katniss, but she was interrupted and killed by Suresh after she loudly said the carrier had killed a woman's tribute from the district of Lou, Suresh. Suresh avenge her death. Kato was the final tribute to be killed
when Katniss shot him with her bow out of pity after being shredded beyond repair by a wolf-like mutation. At the 75th Annual Hunger Games, district 2 tributes were Brutus and Enovarria. Brutus was killed by Peeta in the arena. Enovarria survived the games and rebellion as one of the few victories left
after the war. Another winning man, Commander Lyme, was the leader of the army in the 2nd District of Rebellion during the takeover of Nat. District 2 tributes for the 10th Hunger Games try to escape after the arena was bombed. The woman's tribute, Sabin, falls to her death as she attempts to escape
the pre-game arena bombing, but the male tribute, Marcus, escapes normally, hides in the sewers of the Capitol, recaptured, beaten, returned to the arena and hangs by the wrist from between two tall poles. Lamina kills him with an axe. District 2 consists of many small villages centered on mines. In the
middle of District 2 is a central mountain (called the nut by Katniss), including the Command and Control Center for the Defense of the Capitol. In the Dark Ages, District 2 was a stan chest ally of the Capitol, and after the rebellion, it received preferential treatment from the Capitol along with the First
District. Katniss notes that many other districts dislike District 2, calling them the rap dogs of the Capitol. In the third book, district 2 is the last book to fall to the rebels, as during the second revolt, district 2 had the strongest Capitol influence and many peacekeepers. The rebels had lost to the people of the
2nd arrondissement in the district until the fall of Nat and Katniss's speech (both) (a take-on in the book; destruction of the film). District 3 (Technology) District 3 specializes in the production of technology and electronics. Most of its inhabitants work in factories and are very adept at skills such as
engineering, which its tributes are using to their advantage at the Games. OfThe men's tributes from The Hunger Games, District 3, manage to reinvigorate the mines surrounding Cornukopia so they can be used to protect the carrier's supply. One of his previous victories coming from District 3, Beattie
Ratier, won his game by setting traps that electrocuted six compliments at once, against him. He also used his skills after being selected to compete in Catchfire's 75th Hunger Games. Another winner chosen to compete in the 75th Hunger Games was a woman named Wiress, who discovered the arena
was operating like a watch and told Katniss how to detect a force field after pointing out (or at least starting to point out) the force field placed between the game maker and the winner. Wire died during the 75th Hunger Games, and Beattie joined the technical department for the second rebel war effort,
d'ivoring the only Victor to survive from district 3. In the 10th Annual Hunger Games, District 3 tributes hack drones delivering supplies. Circ, the male tribute, is killed by the snake Mat before he has a chance to use them, while Tessley, a female tribute, uses them to kill Mittzen only to be killed by Tree
chi. In the course of the second rebellion, Beattie made special bows and arrows for Katniss. The arrows contained exploding arrows and regular arrows. He also designed a specialist Trident for Finnick. District 3 seems to have more technical advantages than others, but it's actually the poorest of the
wealthy neighborhoods, and it usually doesn't work at conventions. District 4 (Fishing) Assumes the location of the Panem district compared to the current U.S. province;  Parliament House District 1 (Luxury Goods) District 2 (Masonry, Weapons, Law Enforcement Unit) District 3 (Electronics) District 4
(Pisiculture, Commercial Fisheries) District 5 (Hydropower) District 7 (Forestry, Wood) Ward 8 (Textile) Ward 9 (Agriculture [Grain]) District 10 (Agriculture [Fruits and Vegetables]) District 11 (Agriculture [Fruits and Vegetables]) District 12 (Mining [Mining [Mining], Military Technology, Nuclear Technology)
District 4 It is a coastal district specializing in fishing and fishing. This is another affluent neighborhood where children often train to become careers (tributes from this district are not seen as careers in film). District 4 says it has the most decent looking people. The most popular bread baked in the area is
a salty fish-shaped loaf colored green with seaweed. The most common tools in District 4 are fishing nets, tridents and fishing rods. In the first book, a man's tribute from District 4One of the 11 to die in the first blood bath in Cornukopia. In the film he is depicted as having his throat slit by Kato after trying
to escape. In the book, the woman's tribute is shown as a career and is killed by a tracker jacker along with Glymer. But she barely appeared in the film. She is seen picking up one of her backpacks in a blood bath in Cornukopia and running away. In Catchfire, Katniss finds a key ally with wins from
Maggs and Finnick Odea, District 4 selected for Quarterkel. The Mags are an aged win that allows him to coach Finnick in his first game and make fishing hooks out of something. She volunteered for Quarterkel and joined Annie Cresta, a shaky pastwinner who won the game in the longest swim after the
arena was flooded. During the third quarter kell, Mags is killed by a mysterious blistering agent in the form of fog. As for Finnick, Katniss has called him beautiful and a tool, referring to his use of expensive Trident to win games at the tender age of 14. In Mockingjay, Katniss and Finnick turn out to be great
friends, and eventually Finnick is killed by a part lizard, a part-human mutation, during the second rebellion so that he can save Katniss's life. As a result, Annie (By this time Finnick's spouse) is left as the only surviving Victor from District 4 left after the war. In the 10th Annual Hunger Games, male and
female tributes are Mitten and Coral, respectively. Corals are killed by snake mats and mizens are killed by Tesley with hacked drones. District 5 (Electric Power) District 5 specializes in power, which Caesar Flickerman called power plant workers in his first film. A third book reveals that the District is
dotted by dams that supply electricity to the Capitol. This fact is exploited by insurgents who destroy dams, temporarily cut off electricity inside the Houses of Parliament and allow captured Victor to be rescued. This is only mentioned in the book, but is shown in full in the third film. District 12 mines coal,
but it is implied throughout the series that coal is used to heat buildings and homes in the Capitol, rather than being burned for power generation. It is not known if there is any other power supply. From attacks on hydroelectric dams during the second revolt, it has been implied that there are only a handful
of power facilities, given the parliament's limited ability to power the city. Some characters mention this in both novels and movies. In the first film, Katniss nicknamed a woman's tribute from District 5 Foxface because she resembled a fox, with a slim face and sleek red hair. She was one of the last to die,
for her cleverness, avoiding any form of contact with other compliments. She also stealsShortly before her death, a small piece of food from the carrier's supplies dodged a bomb set by the carrier. She dies eating poisonous berries known as night rock after watching peetas harvest them. No name or
explanation will be given to the man's tribute from the 5th arrondissement, except that he is one of 11 people to die in a blood bath on the first day. In the 75th Hunger Games, Finnick kills a male tribute with his Trident in Cornukopia on the first day. In the film, a woman's tribute is killed by a 10 o'o's wave
that pushes herself through the jungle. In the 10th Hunger Games, a male tribute, Hy, dies due to complications of asthma before the game begins, and a female tribute, Sol, is killed by Coral on the second day. District 6 (Transportation) District 6 specializes in transportation and functions as a hub for
transportation networks. During the 74th Hunger Games, both tributes were killed in a blood bath on the first day. In the film, the man was targeted by Kato, who accused him of taking a knife during a pre-tournament training exercise (ally stolen by Rue). In the 75th Annual Hunger Games, both tributes are
nicknamed morphing because of morphing addiction, a psychoactive drug similar to morphine. During training, they often go to camouflage stations and paint. The male tribute is killed in a blood bath, and the woman's tribute dies when a monkey mutation bites her chest and ruptures her internal organs
as she blocks it from peeta, which was her first target. Peeta comforts her and allows her to draw flowers on his face with her blood, explaining to her many colors of the sky and sunset, especially his favorite color oranges, as she dies. In the 10th Hunger Games, Otto and Ginny's tributes are killed in the
bombing before the game begins. Ward 7 (Wood) Ward 7 specializes in forestry, wood and paper. Two tributes from the 74th Hunger Games die in the first blood bath. In the 75th Hunger Games, Bright, protesting his inclusion, and Johanna Mason, a strong-willed but somey abrasive woman with no spite
about killing with her axe, a signature weapon from her district, were chosen. In the film, Johanna also protests her's included in an explosive tirade with Caesar Flickerman, winning the very recent 71st Hunger Games and referring to the closest victories to Katniss and Peeta at age. Despite her intense,
stand-of-fish attitude, she defends and extracts Katniss from the 75th Hunger Games and is a key player at the beginning of the second revolt. In the 10th Annual Hunger Games, female tribute Ramine is evacuated to the crossbar for two days and killed by tributes in District 4 after climbing. Lucy Gray
kills a male tribute, Tree Chi, with a snake mat.District 8 (Textile) 8 specializes in textiles, including at least one factory where peacekeeper uniforms are made. Along with Districts 7 and 11, it was one of the first districts to revolt, as Katniss saw on Mayor Andersey's television (a monitor on the victory tour
train in the film, showing all three of the seven, eight, and 11). Two people in the 8th arrondissement of Bonnie and Tui escaped in one of the uprisings and made katniss known the theory that the 13th arrondissement still existed. After the riots, security in the 8th arrondissement was tight, implying that
citizens were desperate for hope. In Mockingjay, Katniss visits a hospital in the 8th arrondissement and is later bombed by the Houses of Parliament. Therefore, during the second rebellion, it is the district's second most targeted, after district 12 (which will be completely destroyed). District 8's rebel leader,
Peyler, can command fierce loyalty from her soldiers who follow her orders in priority to the orders of 13th District President Alma Coyne. Peyler later became president of Panem after Katniss assassinated The Coin. At the 74th Annual Hunger Convention, a tribute of a man in the 8th arrondissement died
in Cornukopia at the hands of Marvel. The woman's tribute was attacked by carrier on the first night and ended by Peeta when her death did not happen immediately, as indicated by a cannon explosion. In the 75th Hunger Games, tributes from both the 8th Arrondissement, Woof and Seselia died in the
first battle in Cornucopia. Woof was a tribute to an elderly and old man in his 70s. Ceceria was a young mother of three and was pointed out to be about 30 years old. It later became clear that Cesaria would become the original member of the alliance arranged to save Katniss and Peeta from the second
arena, but she did not survive the first blood bath. Woof also had knowledge of the plot. In the 10th Annual Hunger Games, a male tribute Bobbin is killed by Coriolanus Snow after attacking Snow, who is rescuing a friend who sneaked into the arena, and the woman's tribute, Wooby, is poisoned to death
by Lucy Gray Baird. Ward 9 (Grain) Ward 9 specializes in grain and salt production. It is the least mentioned district in the series. The series does not feature named characters for the district. This is the only district that loses both its tributes in the blood bath of both the 74th and 75th Hunger Games, and
the only district that doesn't have a named letter in the triangle. In the 10th Annual Hunger Games, district 9 tributes, both Panlo (male) and Shief (female), will be killed in the arena bombing before the games began. District 10 (Livestock) District 10 specializes in livestock. At least one job is mentioned in
the book: maintaining cow embryos to keep enough livestock to send to the Houses of Parliament. Katniss doesn't heed the major tributes from District 10, except for one boy with crippled legs who has been mentioned several times. Mockingjay, in KatnissDalton is a District 10 refugee who briefs her on
the history of the 13th arrondissement. In the 75th Annual Hunger Games, Katniss points out that district 10 tributes dressed in cattle wear burning belts as if they were baking themselves, in a poor imitation of Sina and Portia's technique of showing off katniss and peetas at the 74th Hunger Games. In the
10th Annual Hunger Games, a woman's tribute, Brandi, is shot dead after killing her leader, Aracne Crane. The men's tribute, Tanner, is allied with the district 4 tribute only to be betrayed by them later. Ward 11 (Agriculture) District 11 specializes in agriculture. It is located somewhere in the south and is
probably very large, occupying almost all of the Deep South. People are housed in small huts and have the harsh power of peacekeepers. Common features are dark skin and brown eyes. According to Rue, many tracker jacker nests were left there, and workers had to keep medicinal leaves on hand. In
the orchard, small children were sent to the branches to choose the best fruits. Sometimes in the middle of harvest, they were given night vision goggles to allow them to work after dark. The district also included a field of vegetables. The district's electric fences are active 24 hours a day, as opposed to
the 12th arrondissement. Residents clearly have extensive knowledge of herbs. Overall, as a food production district, the state of the district is worse than District 12 because security is greatly enforced, strict measures, including summary executions, and implemented to prevent people from stealing what
was intended for the Capitol. At the 74th Hunger Games, the tributes from the 11th District are sure to be the tallest and most imposing of all the tributes others try to avoid as much as possible, and Lou, a 12-year-old petite girl who climbs and jumps among the trees and becomes Katniss's stable ally until
her death. In the 75th Hunger Games, Heymich's drinking comrade Chaff, who refused a prosthetic hand, and Cedar, an elderly but healthy tribute that recalled Katniss of Lou, were chosen for the tribute. District 11 was also one of the first districts of rebellion, a revolt that erupted during the 74th Hunger
Games event, in response to how Lou was killed and Katniss's tribute to her, with 7 and 8 revolting shortly after. In the 10th Annual Hunger Games, a female tribute Dill dies of natural causes on the first day. The men's tribute, the Leeper, shows a number of unusual actions, including dragging tribute
corpses into a row and cutting out some of the Panem flags they use as capes. The dead are killed by delusional drinking puddles poisoned by Lucy Gray. He was the last compliment to die at the convention. District 12 (Coal) District 12 specializes in coal mining and was replaced by medicine after the
second revolt,The farthest from the Houses of Parliament. Katniss, Peeta and other major characters come from the 12th arrondissement. Located in a coal mining area in the Appalachian Mountains, the district itself is divided into two different residential areas and social classes. Seam is a slum where
people working in coal mines live, and the merchant class lives in a town centered on squares. Both classes are physically distinguishable and generally sociable. Seam people generally have dark hair, gray eyes, olive skin, and merchant family members usually have blond hair, blue eyes and light skin.
Katniss and Gail are from Seam, while Peeta is the son of a bakery in town. But Katniss's sister Prim has typical characteristics of the town's inhabitants because, despite coming from Seam, she resembles her mother, who was one of the few town residents willing to move to seamstresses to marry
Katniss and Prim's father. It is not known if the disparity in this class exists in other districts or if it is specific to District 12. Catching Fire Katniss' victory tour states that she can't see where she lives in the 11th arrondissement because it's certainly not the square where their speeches are taking place. She
also notes that many members of the crowd during the Victory tour appear even poorer than the residents of 12 Seam. District 12 is the poorest of the 12 districts, and hunger is a major problem for citizens. Due to food shortages, authorities in the local parliament building (mayors and peacekeepers)
often bend very strict Panem laws. The electric fences surrounding the district to prevent access to the forest were usually turned off, and Katniss and her friend Gail often looked for food for their families or sold catches on the local black market to raise money. Located in an old coal warehouse named
Hob, the black market was where many of the citizens made their money. The hob was destroyed by a local peace key after their commander was replaced with a catchfire. The entire district was then bombed after tributes escaped during the 75th Hunger Games. However, Gale succeeded in evacuating
about 10% of the population (just under 900 people) to the 13th arrondissement. [8] The geography of District 12 is governed by forests and pastures. Located just outside the community, the meadow ends with a long electric fence built to prevent wildlife from escaping the forest outside. It has many
holes and is usually turned off, giving Katniss and Gale a chance to hunt. However, the fence is fully electrified after Romulus Thread replaces Clay as head peacekeeper. The vast forest has a lake and contains a large amount of wildlife, enough to support the more than 800 residents of the district
stranded after a fire bombing that catches fire.As revealed in Catchfire, the forest eventually ends in District 13, a week away from the 12th arrondissement, on foot. Another feature of the district is a small hill with Victor's Village. There are 12 large villas in two rows. The 12th arrondissement has fewer
victories, so most of its history is very quiet, but more people begin to settle there after the war. After the Capitol bombed District 12 at the end of the Catchfire, most of the residency will be turned into mass graves of residents who cannot escape its pastures, and only victor's village will be destroyed



unscathed. But after the second revolt, refugees in district 12 begin to return to their home, including Katniss, who states in an epilogue that the mass grave will return to pasture again. District 12 is notorious for having two Victors in The Hunger Games history before the 74th, Lucy Gray Baird (10th
Hunger Games) and Haymich Abernathy (50th Hunger Games and 2nd Quarter Kell), who are dead by the time of the Hunger Games. Because of this, it is a laughing point among other districts. Volunteers for the District's Hunger Games are often seen as suicides because, early in the game, district
tributes perish. In the 10th Hunger Games, two tributes from District 12, Lucy Gray and Jessap, first allied, but Jessap develops rabies on day two and falls and dies while chasing Lucy Gray. Before the District 13 (Nuclear Weapons) Dark Days War, the 13th Arrondissement specialized in the
development of nuclear technology and emerging technologies for use by panem forces. It was also an arms manufacturer until the main military-industrial complex and revolt of the Capitol. In the Dark Ages, they were one of the main forces of the rebellion. Near the end of the Dark Ages, they managed
to control nuclear weapons. District 13, believed to have been bombed and destroyed before the first annual Hunger Games at the end of the Dark Days War, was alluded to in catching fire that they survived, and in Mockingjay it has been confirmed that it literally became an underground district when the
population retreated into bunkers. After the Capitol and District 13 agreed to stop hostilities against each other under a mutually guaranteed doctrine of destruction, the Capitol spread the story that the 13th District had been destroyed. The 13th arrondissement controlled a major nuclear weapons
stockpile, and the Capitol did not want nuclear war. This underground district maintains hidden livestock and vegetable farms to survive after the Capitol destroys everything above ground, so as not to arouse suspicion in other districts. This, according to Katniss, was a risk that the Houses of Parliament
underestimated. The 13th arrondissement is a week's walk from the 12th arrondissement. InchesThe 13th arrondissement is the center of a new revolt. It is led by President Alma Coyne, who is aiming to succeed Snow as Panem's president and is coordinating events in books 2 and 3 to avert a District
13 truce with the Capitol. The lifestyle in the 13th arrondissement is very tough because of the situation. When citizens wake up, they are given a temporary tattoo of their personalized schedule for the day, but Katniss usually ignores it, wanders around and sleeps. They are very thrifty and rationed food -
even useless little things are badly frowned upon, and minor thefts are punished by detention. Everyone sleeps in the same living quarters, wearing the same gray uniform. Everyone over the age of 14 is treated as a soldier because almost everyone in the 13th arrondissement is trained in a military revolt
against the Houses of Parliament. Meanwhile, free education is provided and all refugees are allowed to become citizens. This is partly due to the district's enthusiasm to add more genetic diversity in the population for years of deadly viruses that have made many infertile. Mockingjay's wedding of Finnick
Odea and Annie Cresta deviates from this, but weddings are not celebrated as they usually take place through simple paper signatures. Every year since the Dark Ages, which occurred 75 years before the Mockingjay event, the Capitol is holding an event called The Hunger Games. The competition
consisted of gladiator-style battles fought between 24 teenagers (tributes) aged 12-18, with one boy and one girl from each district selected by lottery from each district (except for 13 districts). This was called mowing. The game is held to remind the citizens of their failed rebellion and the district of
absolute power of the Capitol while simultaneously providing entertainment for the citizens of the Capitol. The game is called off after a second revolt, following the fall of President Snow and the ascension of Commander Paylor. Thus, there are a total of 1,800 district citizens mowed down as tributes from
the start to the end of the game (the 50th Hunger Games doubled, and the 75th won from the previous game). Also, every 25 years, which begins after the first Hunger Games, special games are held with unique changes to the rules. For example, in the 50th Hunger Games, four people from each district
(two boys and two girls) competed, twice the number of tributes. This is called quarter kell. Reaping and Preliminary Qualifiers All citizens of each district between the ages of 12 and 18 enter the Reaping lottery system that selects tributes. On the day of the mowing down, a spokesman for the Capitol,
known to the District as the Escort, visits each district (District 12 is Effie Trinket, and Katniss explains what she hasEscorts for several years before hunger games events), randomly select the names of one man and one woman, and choose two tributes to compete. But other citizens of the same sex,
aged 12 to 18, can volunteer to become tributes instead of children originally mowed down (as Katniss did for Primrose Everdeen at the Hunger Games). In Districts 1 and 2 (and Book 4), most children spend years training and then volunteering to compete specifically for the Convention, despite the fact
that this is technically against the rules. All 12-year-old candidates (if you don't take Tesserae) are entered once in reaping, while older candidates are entered once a year past 12. The name is written on a slip of paper, placed in a glass bowl (reaping ball), one each for men and women. With many
families living in poverty, candidates can request additional tessera - a small one-year ration of grain and oil - in exchange for additional entries for mowing. One such entry is issued for all tesseras requested by a candidate after the age of 12. Therefore, candidates who request three tesserae each year
are entered four times at the age of 12, eight times at the age of 13, and up to 28 times at the age of 18. Following the reaping, tributes are quickly taken to the Houses of Parliament, where they are given a makeover by a team of stylists to look attractive to tv audiences. Women's tributes are usually
waxed to remove all body hair, and one of the team's stylists focuses on designing costumes to wear in tribute parades that reflect the resources their district provides for the Capitol. Tributes in each district are placed in tanks painted on horses, and they try to impress Capitol Citizens as they make their
way down Tribute Avenue. They will then learn strategies with mentors drawn from their district pools of past victories (Katniss and Peeta, for Haymich, the only living victory from District 12), and will be offered other compliments and basic SERE training in combat and survival skills. On the final day of
training, you're demonstrating your skills in front of a team of judges, including game makers, scoring on a scale of 1 to 12 depending on your performance and skills. These scores are published to show who is most likely to survive, which can attract sponsors and influence bets. Tributes with the highest
scores are often targeted first in the arena as they are considered the biggest threat. Time at the Houses of Parliament is also spent seeking cameras. On the eve of the convention, each tribute dress will officially appear on TELEVISION for an interview with the glamorous Kazer Flickrman, who tries to
lure sponsors by being charismatic. In books and movies, Peeta confesses her love for KatnissInterviews, mentoring, sponsorship and gambling have all been introduced for the 10th Annual Hunger Games, the last two on Coriolanus Snow's proposal. Initially, a final-year student at the Academy, an elite
Capitol High School, will serve as a mentor, which will be discontinued after several students were killed in the game's lead-up. On the morning of the game game, the tribute has tracker chips inserted into the skin, so game makers can track them down. Tributes will be flew to a dedicated outdoor location
called the Arena. New arenas are built annually, and past arenas will be a popular tourist attraction for Capitol citizens. Each tribute is given special clothing to wear according to the environment, and then, until game time, they are confined to an underground room called the launch room of the Capitol
and the stockyard of the district. Tributes are lifted into the arena by glass tubes and float in circles surrounding horns filled with huge supplies made of solid gold called cornucopia. The 60-second countdown to the start of the games begins, during which tributes descending plates are quickly killed by
mines planted on the ground around the plates. According to Katniss, for a year, a girl dropped a token, a small wooden ball, and literally had to scrape her bits off the ground. The game starts with the sound of a loud gong. Most tributes are made by Cornukopia to find food, water, weapons, tools,
backpacks and other useful items. The most valuable and useful items, including weapons, are often placed closest to Cornucopia itself. The first competition is called Blood Bus, and the battle for supplies usually results in intense fighting, and quite a few tributes are killed in the first minutes or hours of
the games. In most games, a well-stocked, often trained tribute band together to hunt down other individuals until they are the only ones left to fight each other. Alliances are generally agreed before the Games begin. These tributes are called careers because they are often trained for extensive parts of
their childhood in combat and other survival skills. Careers usually come from Districts 1, 2, and 4 (only 1 and 2 in the film) and are generally disliked, despised by some people, and considered brutally aggressive by many other districts. If one or more tributes don't move fast enough, avoiding conflict for
too long or too close to the edge of the arena, game makers sometimes create hazards such as mats and natural threats to make for more interesting programming or steer the rest of the compliments towards each other. Another common occurrence is a 'feast' where the benefits of extra supplies and
food are given tributes at certain places and timesCornukopia) is up to game makers whether it's a sumptuous feast, carefully regulated supplies, or a single loaf of old bread for compliments to fight. In the first novel, the game maker told the tributes that the feast offered them what they needed
disastrously. It implies that there are no official rules for the tournament, except that you don't get off the plate until the 60-second countdown is over. In his first novel, Katniss mentions that there are unspoken rules against cannibalism in conventions. The rule came after the 71st Hunger Games, when a
District 6 tribute called Titus resorted to cannibalism in the arena and actually tried to eat the tributes he killed. The Capitol was disgusted and horrified by his actions, triggering an avalanche in which game makers killed Titus. There is speculation that victory was created specifically to kill him so that he
would not be a crazy sneaten. In the 74th Annual Hunger Games, the rules will be changed during the convention for two tributes from the same district to win. But if Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Melark (both tributes from the 12th arrondissement) are the only two tributes left, the rules are revoked trying to
fight each other until they die. This is ultimately a toxic berry that failed when attempted double suicide by Nightlock and killed another tribute nicknamed Foxface, allowing the rules to be reinstated at the last moment and both to triumph. Although described in post-convention propaganda as an act of love
for each other, the establishment of the Houses of Parliament saw it as an act of defiance. By refusing to respect the prescribed rules, district 12 tributes were believed to have manipulated and betrayed the Capitol and encouraged district uprisings in the process. Quarter Kell to Kel Suppression is
suppression, which gives meaning to the special name Quarter Kell. Quarterkel is a particularly brutal version of the Hunger Games that occurs every 25 years. [9] Each quarterkel contains a different twist in the rules that each one as a reminder to the district of some aspects of the rebellion. Officially,
many Kells were prescribed by the original creators of The Hunger Games at the end of the dark day. Quarterly, the current president chooses a rule change from a box of numbered envelopes and reads it out loud on live TELEVISION. In the first Kell, 25 years, the district was forced to choose their
tribute by election instead of the usual random lottery to remind them that they had chosen a rebellion. In the second Kell (50 years), twice as many tributes as usual were reaped from each district to remind them that two rebels died for each Capitol citizen during the rebellion. Coriolanus Snow was
president that year. The winner was Heymich Abernathy.Using them to his advantage during a final fight with a girl from District 1 with the force field traits surrounding the arena, his attacker's thrown axe flew back and caused her to hit her in the head. Humiliated by Haymich's actions, Snow ordered
Heymich's family and girlfriend to be killed shortly after. In the third Kell (75 years), pictured in Catchfire, a rule change requires choosing compliments from the survivingwints to remind us that even the strongest can't hope to defy the Houses of Parliament. At the moment, 59 victories are still alive,
including District 12, the only living women's victory from Katniss Everdeen. In the book, Katniss suspects that President Snow actually made up this Kell rule that serves the purpose of his revenge against her. In the film, Snow implies making rules under the advice of his new head game maker Ploutalchi
Heavensby to exterminate a living victory. This Kell is the last hunger game that doesn't have a winner. Katniss destroys the Forth Field surrounding the arena and will be one of six survivors. Heavensby was revealed as the leader of a rebel group in the underground capitol, presiding over District 13 and
working for Almacoin, who uses the fall of Kell to start a second civil war. Arena In the later years of the Hunger Games, the location of the arena varies from game to game. Past arenas have included volcanoes, avalanche zones and dams. The terrain includes forests, meadows, scrubland, deserts and
frozen tundra. The Hunger Games film briefly shows one of the previous games, which took place in the ruins of an abandoned city. At the end of the convention, the arena will be saved as a tourist attraction for Capitol citizens. The arena of the 74th Hunger Games is a largely wooded area with central
meadows, lakes and wheat fields with Cornukopia. Katniss points out that it resembles a forest in District 12 that gives her the slightest advantage of navigating and surviving in the game. Conceived for the Quarterkels, the arena appears to be particularly spectacular. The second quarter kell was held in a
beautiful meadow with forests and mountains with flowers and fruits. But everything was designed by game makers to be either dangerous or toxic, including all food and water as well as wildlife and vegetation. One of the mountains in the arena turned out to be a volcano. In the third quarter kell,
Cornukopia was placed on an island in a saltwater lake, and the surrounding coast was separated into 12 segments resembling clocks, featuring its own deadly attacks every hour, confined only to slices of the arena during that time slot. The only areas without attacks were Cornukopia and saltwater
lakes. This turned out to be an important place for Katniss's allies.You can take full control of the arena environment and create any danger they want. In the Hunger Games, they set the forest on fire and switch between day and night at will. In the 75th Annual Hunger Games, game makers have
sectioned the arena into 12 segments, each containing a different fear that was activated only at a specific time. For example, at noon and midnight, an hour-long electrical storm occurs in the first segment. Other dangers encountered by tributes included blood rains, eating monkeys, insects, tsunamis,
fog-like gases that caused chemical burns to skin and nerve damage, and parts of the jungle trapped in the Javajay where tributes mimicked the screams of loved ones. The center of the island can also confuse and rotate people trying to master a watch strategy. After the rebellion, the arena was
destroyed and replaced with a monument. The early Hunger Games take place in an arena on the outskirts of Parliament House that was previously used for sporting events. In the first nine games, this means the fight is limited to the field and the stands. Not long before Game 10, the arena will be
bombed, tribute to access to the tunnels surrounding the arena for use as a hiding place. The transition to a dedicated arena will take place some time after the 10th Hunger Games. Victor Hunger Games' last living tribute is victory. After the convention, the winner will receive extreme treatment at the
Capitol to recover from all injuries during the games, during which he will be interviewed by President Panem for the final celebration of being crowned victory. When the festival is over, Victor returns to live in his or her district in an area called Victor's Village, with houses in place and luxuries such as hot
water and telephones. All families in the Victor area will receive an additional parcel of food and other goods for one year. In Songbirds and Snake Ballads, victor's village presence and victory district rewards are revealed to be ideas developed by Corionals Snow during his internship as a game maker
during the 10th and 11th Hunger Games to encourage districts to have a significant stake in their tributes. About six months after the tournament, the victors will be on the Victory Tour. In all districts, the winning ones are usually given celebrations and ceremonies, accompanied by victory rallies and
dinners with district officials. On the Victory Tour, you're going to speak publicly in each district, even if the winning one is hated or hated by a particular district, especially if the winning one is responsible for the death of their tribute. However, the victory match and its 1000s with the Houses of Parliament
do not end after the tour. Their lives are constantly monitored by the Houses of Parliament to prevent them fromRebellions and rebellions in the district. If they do not behave properly inside or outside the convention, the Capitol will punish them. To prevent victory from becoming a martyr when they are
killed by the Houses of Parliament, they instead punish the loved ones of the triumphers. This is likened by Haymich, who lost his family and girlfriend because of his unorthoristic way of winning his game, implying that Johanna lost her family due to her disobedience. The practice seems to have begun
later in the game's history, as Lucy Gray Baird, the 10th Hunger Games triumpher, has since kept her life with minimal interference from Parliament House and has not been punished for smuggling in rat poison to kill other tributes. The particularly attractive Victor is sold by the Houses of Parliament as a
to the highest bidder. One example is Finnick, who served as a to both male and female Capitol citizens under the threat of torturing his girlfriend, fellow winner Annie. Johanna's family is said to have been killed because she refused to be the subject of such cruelty. The winning players will also have to
coach the compliments coming in for the next game. This is particularly cruel for Heymich. He was district 12's only living victory before the 74th Hunger Games, so he personally needs to coach all of the next District 12 tributes only to see them die in the game. In addition, the winning man is exempt from
any further games (not including the third quarter kell), but the winning children can be mowed down for the benefit of the Capitol. Katniss thought that the winning children were mowed down too often to be accidental, and that reaping was sometimes rigged. As Heymich says, Nobody wins a game. There
are survivors. As a result of both their own experiences and ultimately dying compliments, for the most part, not all Victors frequently resorted to at least one type of substance abuse as a coping mechanism, usually becoming alcoholics like Heymich or Chaff or addicted to morphing like District 6 Victor,
Katis and Johanna. Hunger Games wins usually share experiences of brutality and form friendships with each other. In the case of Finnick and Annie, their appeal turns to love. This is a factor in the growing pressure of the 75th Hunger Games, but this means that the winning ones can relay information
about the rebels' plans that have been revealed in Catching Fire. In the book, it is revealed that half of the game's tributes are part of a conspiracy to transport her from the arena to District 13 to defeat Katniss and become the face of rebellion. Before the start of the 75th Hunger Games, there were 59 of
the 75 victories still alive, with the rest died of natural causes. 18 out of 24 winsDuring the event of catching fire. In addition, for the conspiracy of the 75th Hunger Games, Mockingjay reveals that the Capitol carried out a purge of Victor to capture, torture and carry out all the remaining victories. At the end
of the series, there are only seven wins left: Enobalia in Ward 2, Beattie in Ward 3, Annie in District 4, Johanna in Ward 7 and Katniss, Peeta and Haymich in District 12. It is not known whether Lyme, of Ward 2, survived the assault on Nat or whether he participated in or died in the assault on Parliament
House. Victory Tour Victory Tour is a trip across all districts of Panem to honor its Hunger Games victory. Tours are usually held six months after the Games to keep fresh competition fears in the minds of those living in the District. Victory tours usually start in District 12, go in descending order, and end in
District 1. The winner's district is skipped and saved at the end. In Catchfire, the tour starts in the 11th arrondissement as the winning one lives in the 12th arrondissement. After attending the celebration at the Capitol, the winning ones return to their home district for the celebration paid for by the Capitol. In
catching fire, Katniss is looking forward to a District 12 feast where everyone can eat their fill. Before the tour, Victor's prep team and stylist will prepare the win to show off for a crowd of people just as they did when they showed up at the Capitol before the game. During the victory tour, Katniss and Peeta
try to convince President Coriolanus Snow of their love. 74 years before the events of the second rebellion, the first rebellion, Panem, fell into the first rebellion, commonly known as the Dark Day. This was when all 13 districts rebelled against the Houses of Parliament and the government of Panem. The
rebellion was led by the 13th arrondissement, which was a major threat to the Capitol because the district controlled all of Panem's nuclear weapons. As the war drew to a close, the Capitol dropped chemical bombs on the 13th arrondissement, ending the war after the remaining 12 districts surrendered to
the Capitol. Everyone thought the 13th arrondissement had been destroyed and everyone living in it had died, but this was wrong. After the revolt, District 13 leaders and President Panem reached an agreement to attack each other again, and the 13th arrondissement was allowed to break away from
Panem and not participate in the annual Hunger Games. After the end of the war, the Houses of Parliament signed and signed a treason treaty. The Treaty of Treason was a treaty that ensured peace between the District and the Capitol. In punishment and punishment for the district uprising, every year,
all 12 districts offer in honor of one man and woman between the ages of 12 and 18,Until one lonely victory remains until it dies. This pageant is known as the Hunger Games. The second rebellion The second revolt occurred after the third quarter Kell (the 75th Hunger Games). At the end of the book and
film Catch Fire, the head game maker of 3rd Quarter Kell told Katniss he was on his way to the 13th arrondissement. During the second rebellion, Katniss was one of the leaders of the rebellion. Her particular role was Mockingjay, which persuaded the District to fight the Capitol and take back Panem. At
the end of the war, the rebels occupied the Capitol, and Alma Coyne, the president of District 13 and the acting president of Panem, announced that President Snow would be executed. On the day of his execution, Katniss Everdeen had the honor of becoming an executioner. When Katniss tried to kill
President Snow, she changed her goal and fired at President Coyne, killing him. This is because she was in charge of the death of Katniss's sister, Primrose Everdeen. The crowd was then charged by President Snow, who choked or beaten him to death. After Katniss executed President Coyne, the
Panem government announced the first free elections in which all district and capitol citizens could vote on who should be the first president of the Free Democratic Republic of Panem. If the results come in, Commander Peyler, the leader of the rebellion in the 8th arrondissement, will be panem's next
president. At the end of the fourth film, Mockingjay Part 2, there was a scene in which Commander Paylor is sworn in as the first president of the Democratic Republic of Panem. During his tenure, he removed totalitarian governments and police states and turned them into democratic republics.
Commander Peyler also finished the Hunger Games once and for all, destroying arenas and memorials to all those killed during the Hunger Games era. Katniss then married Peeta and went on to have two children. Notes ^ Collins (2008), P. 18.^ a b Collins (2010), P. 223.^ Collins (2008), P. 41.^ Collins
(2008), P. 61.^ Marlios, Rick (August 1, 2010). The Last Fight: 'Mockingjay' along the way, Suzanne Collins weighs in on Katniss and the Houses of Parliament. School Library Journal. It was archived from the original on September 4, 2010. Acquired on September 1, 2010. ^ Rosen, Michael (April 16,
2012). What is the moral message of the Hunger Games? Archived from the original on April 3, 2015. Acquired on April 17, 2012. ^ Parliament House. Parliament House - official government of Panem. It was archived from the original on September 23, 2011. Acquired on August 31, 2011. ^ Carpenter,
Susan (August 23, 2010). Mockingjay: A Book Review by Suzanne Collins. The Los Angeles Times was archived from the original on September 2, 2010. Acquired on August 30, 2010. ^ Dill, Margot (July 20, 2010). Catch the question of the fire debate10 to 15). Bright hub. Archived from the original on
February 3, 2010. Acquired on August 31, 2010. Reference Collins, Suzanne (2008). Hunger games. Academic press. ISBN 978-0-439-02348-1.Collins, Suzanne (2009). Fire. Academic press. ISBN 978-0-439-02349-8.Collins, Suzanne (2010). Mockingjay. Academic press. ISBN 978-0-439-02351-
1.External Link Parliament House - a fictitious website for the Capitol acquired from 998588914
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